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Abstract  

This study sets out to explore the diffusion speed of digital products on digital platforms. It does so by 

applying a binary logistic regression across a dataset of Steam products. The dependent variable used is a 

new way of conceptualizing speed, by comparing how many observations it takes to reach a certain 

percentage of the total amount of diffusion, relative to the total amount of observations the product had 

available, this study used 80%. Several theoretically informed independent variables were inferred on the 

products based on keywords attached to each of them. These independent variables were tested against the 

dependent variable in the logistic regression, wherein 3 independent variables turned out to be significant. 

Those were “Free”, “Network effect”, and “Hardware requirement”. The study assumes that the free 

products are using a freemium business model and suggests that this effect comes as a consequence of these 

products being digital. Furthermore, it is suggested that while the other two effects are indeed significant for 

these digital products, they can be explained theoretically by theories that also pertain to physical products.  
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Introduction 
Why do some ideas, practices, and products spread through society faster than others? The answer has been 

studied immensely and the scientific inquiries that go into these explorations are known collectively under 

the umbrella term Diffusion of innovation.  

Originally this type of inquiry was carried out in different academic traditions wherein they did not study the 

diffusion of the same things. This of course makes sense as they had varying interests and directed their 

efforts towards those. However, they had very similar findings in that the diffusion process manifests as an 

S-curve and that people of higher socio-economic status are quicker to adopt, as such a unification started 

to occur towards 1960 (Rogers, 1983, p. 38). Today the study of diffusion of innovation has come a long way 

in its unification, at least there is a sharing of typologies and conceptualizations. As the area of study is rather 

broad and as such of interest for many different disciplines, research about the diffusion of innovation still 

comes from many different academic disciplines. This has to do with the definition of the concept of 

innovation, wherein it is rather broad, as it can be referring to an idea, a practice, or a product.  

As such it is so broad as to both accommodate the ideas of a political campaigner, as well as the products 

that a marketer is trying to sell among others. However, while these innovations appear different the 

intention of their agency is the same, which is to spread their innovation into a social system. So, while the 

natures of these two innovations are very different, the literature has ended up suggesting, that what factors 

into their diffusion are largely the same, at the very least that they can be put into the same explanatory 

framework for understanding their diffusion. Which is that four elements go into the equation for their 

diffusion, those being the innovation itself, the channels of communication, the amount of time passed, and 

the social system which the innovation is trying to diffuse into (Rogers, 2003, p. 48). Similarly, to how ideas 

and products are rather different in nature, certain products have also innovated over time, wherein some 

have become digital products, and as such, some inhabit a non-material nature, similarly to ideas.  

While the formation of this diffusion of innovation typology predates digital products, the definitions are so 

broad as to also being able to accommodate the phenomenon of digital products diffusion. However, digital 

products differentiate from physical products in very particular ways, that has been described extensively in 

academia (Baskerville, Myers, & Yoo, 2019; Faulkner & Runde, 2019; Hui & Chau, 2002; Kallinikos, Aaltonen, 

& Marton, 2013), and while the diffusion of digital products has been studied it has mostly been addressed 

at a product-specific level and not attributed towards the properties that make digital products digital. 

However, with the innovation of digital products several aspects pertaining to the diffusion of innovation 

process have been changed. Classically, four elements impact the progression of diffusing innovations. Those 

being the innovation itself, the channel through which it is communicated, how much time has passed, and 
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particularities of the members from the social system which the innovation is trying to diffuse into. However, 

for digital products, there are aspects of the innovations that differentiate them from regular ones. 

Specifically, their incorporation with bitstrings makes for a higher degree of changeability among other 

things, which allows for these products to be changeable and dynamic even after they have been purchased 

(Kallinikos et al., 2013, p. 357). Additionally, because of their digital nature, they tend towards distributing 

through platforms (Yoo, Henfridsson, & Lyytinen, 2010). As such two elements in the diffusion equation are 

changed and are different for digital products relative to physical ones as a consequence of their digital 

nature.   

The lack of attention towards this, or somewhat surface perspective to it. Perhaps also stems from a tendency 

from researchers to study empirical settings wherein only one innovation is considered so that the inquiry 

aims at the characteristics of consumers that pertain to the early adopter groups of the adopting spectrum 

relative to the ones on the slower end. Arguably this allows for optimization of innovations to appeal better 

towards the early adopter categories.  

However, this study proposes that the focus could be diverged from adopter categories and instead be turned 

towards generalizable aspects of the digital products that can accelerate the diffusion or slow it down on 

digital platforms.  

The research question for this study has therefore been:  

“What are the factors determining the speed of diffusion for digital products on digital platforms?” 

This study approaches this by analyzing across a broad range of digital products from the Steam platform 

using a binary logistic regression. Steam is a digital platform developed by Valve Corporation with the primary 

intention of distributing video games. Valve Corporation have their own video games which are distributed 

through the platform, but the platform also facilitates distribution for complementors on the platform and 

are currently the largest video game distributor in the world holding a market share of 75% (Zuckerman, 

2020).  

Through a dataset of different data on products from their platform, inherited from the prior study (Kanat, 

Raghu, & Vinzé, 2020) theoretical variables were inferred based on the keywords attached to each product. 

As a means to fulfill the inquiry of deciding factors for the digital products, variables that were not necessarily 

exclusively digital were included too as digital products can be affected by those too. The following 

dependent variables were created: Indie(Complementor differentiation), Early access(Products released in 

early access), Free (Free product), Co-creation (Products allowing for consumers co-creation), Network effect 

(Products designed to benefit from same-side network effects), Social influence (Products encouraging 
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adopters towards utilizing social influence for further adoption), Hardware requirement (Products requiring 

additional hardware to function properly). Those were used as independent variables in the regression 

model, to predict the dependent variable of diffusion speed. However, regarding the dependent variable, a 

decision was made to use a different definition of speed than the rate of adoption. The Speedratio was 

innovated as an alternative, which defines speed as the number of observations it takes to reach a certain 

percentage of the diffusion reached in the last observation divided by the total number of observations. This 

allows for separation of the concern that products with better marketing and bigger reach would simply 

appear as faster as they would sell more. The comparative inquiry is, therefore, no longer on how much a 

product diffuses into a given social system, but rather how fast it reached a certain percentage of that total 

diffusion. As such a fairer comparison between products that do not have the same reach can be made, 

grounded in particularities to the products themselves rather than something external.  

Although for our inquiry only the top 5% performing products of the dataset was used to ascertain a certain 

quality among the products, and to decrease the likelihood of too many “hobby developers”, as this supports 

the assumption of free games applying a freemium business model and not simply being free products.  

For the Speedratio 80% was chosen as the percentage, and the median of all the Speedratios was used to 

create the dependent variable called speed which could divide products into being either fast or slow. The 

logistic regression showed 3 significant variables for predicting speed, those being Free, Network effect, and 

Hardware requirement. Wherein the Free variable and Network effect variable are accelerating, and the 

Hardware requirement variable is delaying. The study suggests that these findings are somewhat already 

within the established literature, as the free variables acceleration can be explained by the zero-price effect, 

however, the freemium business model being exclusively possible because of the digital nature of the 

products. Additionally, network effects predominantly work for successful products and as the study has 

focused on the top 5%, it is not surprising that they, therefore, are in effect. Lastly, for the hardware 

requirement, it can be explained by scarcity and utility, that is consumers do not want to spend additional 

money or they perceive the additional hardware to not be of enough utility.   

However, while this study simply aimed at uncovering which factors were influential for the speed it may be 

the case that the two accelerating variables also could be a precursor for products diffusing faster than the 

s-curve. S-curves are how adoption is expected to happen during the diffusion and are the result of normally 

distributed bell curves being expressed accumulatively. The products pertaining to the two accelerating 

variables have their diffusion earlier than the rest of the products, but if that should be interpreted as 

diffusing above the s-curve is a matter for further research.  
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Subsequent parts of this study include the literature review, discussing the current relevant literature. 

Followed by the research design, explaining the philosophical assumptions going into the study, as well as 

the methods and methodologies used in the paper. Next will be the results which are divided between a 

theoretical redescription and the logistic regression. The theoretical redescription explaining how the 

variables were derived from the dataset, meanwhile the logistic regression showing the results. These results 

are then elaborated upon in the discussion, wherein their theoretical significance and interpretation are 

discussed.  

Literature review  
To pursue the inquiry of our research question, we need to understand several bodies of literature and how 

they might relate to our empirical case. Our paper will primarily concern itself with 3 different bodies of 

literature. Those bodies are the diffusion of innovation, platform theory, and digital objects. For the general 

perspective, we need to perceive the case in the paradigm of diffusion of innovation, as the goal is to perceive 

causalities affecting this. Relative to this, we need to perceive Steam with a platform perspective, and both 

Steam and its complements as inhabiting a digital nature.  

Starting with Diffusion of innovation it is worth noting that a body of literature was present addressing 

diffusion of innovation prior to the digitalization of the world. The biggest influence here was Rogers Diffusion 

of innovations, which was first published in 1962 (Rogers, 1983, p. xiii). In It Rogers provides explanatory 

power towards how innovations diffuse over time in social systems. However, an “innovation” in this theory 

is rather extensive and encompasses ideas, practices, or objects that are perceived as new by the unit of 

adoption, which could be individuals, but might also be something else e.g., organizations (Rogers, 1983, p. 

11). 

Due to the rather loose definitions, the theoretical implications have acquired interest from multiple areas, 

such as marketers, politicians, governments, and organizations. Marketers might consider how fast their 

products sell, politicians how fast certain ideas spread, and governments how various practices are 

developing in society, etc. Predominately diffusion of innovations rests on two levels of analysis 

simultaneously. Firstly, Rogers posits four elements that have an impact, on how the diffusion will occur. 

These are the innovation itself, the communication channels used to communicate it, how much time has 

passed, and the social system in which the innovation is attempted to be diffused (Rogers, 1983, p. 10). As 

such researchers can analyze how particularities of each of these elements might impact the diffusion 

process. The other level of analysis has to do with a segmentation of the population, based upon where they 

are placed on the diffusion curve. In order of speed, the categories are innovators, early adopters, early 

majority, late majority, and laggards. Especially the innovators and early adopters are here seen as influential 
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as they hold the important roles of bringing the innovation into the social system and as opinion leaders 

influencing the rest of the social system to adopt it (Rogers, 1983, p. 248).  

Frank M. Bass dealt with the same issue as Rogers but had a more quantitative approach wherein he 

developed a mathematical model for predicting diffusion. Instead of differentiating between 5 different 

groups of people Bass only had innovators and imitators, as such he aggregated the last 4 adopter categories 

from Rogers (Bass, 2004, p. 1825). Two coefficients are also attributed towards the two groups, that is the 

coefficient of innovation and the coefficient of imitation. Additionally, it is required to estimate the size of 

the potential market (Bass, 2004, p. 1827). Each of the coefficients describes the probability of either group 

to adopt an innovation at time ‘t’ (Alonso & Arellano, 2015, p. 3).  

Follow-up literature upon the bass model has primarily had the agenda of improving upon the model itself. 

This might be due to the model being widely adopted into forecasting practices, so there is an interest in the 

accuracy of its predictions. The literature, therefore, consists of attempts at using the model in various 

empirical settings or integration of new factors into the model.  

Bass and Norton expanded upon the work by offering formulas for cases that had additional generations of 

purchases (Norton & Bass, 1987). Expanding further upon that (Speece & Maclachlan, 1995) added further 

conditions for growth and price upon the Bass-Norton model. Similarly, (Fernández-Durán, 2014) proposed 

a modified model which added further improvements to forecasting by taking into consideration possible 

seasonal effects which might have an impact.  

Apart from modifications at a mathematical level I mentioned that improvements can also be accomplished 

empirically. An example of this can be (Lee, Choi, & Sohn, 2018) wherein data for web search traffic and the 

volume of patent citations are used to improve upon the bass model. Examples closer to our direct research 

interest might be(Mäkinen, Kanniainen, & Peltola, 2014) and (Zhang, Tian, & Fan, 2020) as both their 

empirical cases has to do with platforms. For example, (Geng & Zhang, 2020) applies the bass model with 

diffusion in the context of platform launches, the findings attribute successful platform launches to be 

dependent upon the user expectations towards the number of same-side users to be present on the platform, 

as such we can discern perceptions towards same-side network effects to be vital for platform launches. In 

the case of (Mäkinen et al., 2014) the study investigates the diffusion of free beta applications in a platform-

based ecosystem, part of the results shows us that the bass model is inaccurate in its predictions for this 

diffusion. Particularly, the study notes that the diffusion, in the beginning, happens faster than the bass 

model assumes which in turn also results in the adoption being much slower later than what the bass model 

would assume as it is based upon the s-curve (Mäkinen et al., 2014, p. 457).  
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So, while Rogers uses multiple very qualitative aspects in an attempt to explain diffusion curves, Bass requires 

the estimation of 3 parameters to make predictions. However, as we are primarily concerned with the 

causalities rather than the accuracy of predictions, we will in this study be more concerned with for example 

the interplay between Rogers’s elements. A particularity of interest might for example be that the social 

system for our case is a digital platform business.   

Platform businesses stand in contrast to pipeline businesses and can be distinguished from them in a myriad 

of ways. Firstly, the value creation differs significantly, pipeline businesses follows a traditional value chain, 

wherein a product or service goes through a step-by-step process, perhaps from several contributors taking 

a cut, before being offered to a consumer either by the producer or a distributor (Parker, van Alstyne, & 

Choudry, 2016, p. 16). As such it is a requirement for the pipeline businesses to have control over the assets 

used for production or compensate whoever owned them to cultivate production. Platform businesses 

instead make huge savings by organizing themselves as marketplaces between various market sides, most 

obviously a demand-side (buyers) and a supply-side (sellers). Although some platforms only have one market 

side, consisting only of same-side interactions, while complex platforms can have more than two market 

sides (Tiwana, 2014, pp. 31–32). Regardless, by taking the role of platform operator, the marginal cost 

incurred as the platform grows is minimal if not nonexistent (Parker et al., 2016, p. 64). While the platform 

operator can also be active on the supply side, their primary business model tends to build around the 

monetization of the interactions or presence of external actors (complementors) and their products 

(complements). Their main job is therefore to manage the platform, in terms of governance aspects, 

attracting users, and optimizing interactions and the platform in general. (Rietveld, Seamans, & Meggiorin, 

2020) For example, highlights that platform operators can put out incentives for the complementors of the 

platform to alter their complements in particular ways which in turn brings the complementor increased 

positive demand-side interaction.  

So, while more positive demand-side interactions are important, attracting both of the market sides is of 

significance, not only does it increase the number of interactions it allows for network effects. These are 

feedback loops that may affect the value of the platform for different sides of the platform positively or 

negatively as either the market side increases or decreases in size (Parker et al., 2016, p. 26). So as the number 

of complements on platforms increase, the perceived value of the platform increases for the customers as 

they have more options, controversially for the complementor it decreases due to the increase in 

competition. It is however in the interest of the platform operator to increase the number of complementors, 

also very small complementors, as this allows for niche categories within the platform by capturing the long 

tail. Predominately the complementors can be segmented into two groups, complementors going for the 
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‘mass market’ and those going for the ‘niche markets’. While individual complementors going for the mass 

market get more customers, there are often multiple niche markets in the long tail which accumulated might 

even exceed the size of the mass market, ignoring these complementors would therefore be a huge 

opportunity loss (Tiwana, 2014, pp. 63–64). Alternatively, instead of arguing about rigid rules about the 

dynamics between complementors, complements and the platform operators (Gawer, 2014, p. 1247) argues 

that a more consistent conceptualization of platform businesses would be to consider them as evolving 

organizations, or meta-organizations. With this conceptualization, we can also understand the platforms as 

reactive and having agency themselves, which better fits the reality of platforms for example sometimes 

competing with their complementors even though they theoretically should be encouraging towards 

complementors.   

Additionally, digital platforms and digital products also have further implications differentiating them from 

non-digitalized entities. 

Firstly, we can say that at a definitional level it means that at least one component part for both of them 

holds one or multiple bitstrings. Bitstrings can be either data files or program files, program files allow for 

computations based on different criteria, meanwhile, datafiles allow for storage of various kinds of data. 

Furthermore, some can also be defined as nonmaterial objects, in that without a material bearer (e.g. a 

computer) we will not be able to perceive or interact with them. However nonmaterial objects can also carry 

other nonmaterial objects, but this does not allow for perception or interaction (Faulkner & Runde, 2019, p. 

7).  

As such it is to a large degree the aspect of them being coded, that lets them be different from physical 

objects, which we will go on to describe more here. (Kallinikos et al., 2013, p. 357) For example goes on to 

describe digital objects as different from physical ones namely as they are increasingly more editable, 

interactive, reprogrammable, and distributable. While editability and re-programmability semantically are 

similar the difference here is that editability refers to the shifting of elements or deleting certain parts 

without disrupting the logical structures. Meanwhile, re-programmability refers to the ability to change the 

logic of for example a program, e.g., reprogramming it (Kallinikos et al., 2013, p. 360). A part of the editability 

can also be considered that digital objects tend to, in a higher degree than physical products, be modular. 

Referring to the flexibility associated with being able to remove, edit and replace various components of the 

product without much trouble (Yoo et al., 2010, p. 727).  

While physical objects can also be considered to be editable, digital objects are here described as being 

granular or having a higher degree of granularity, that is they can be very detailed and as such their editability 

and re-programmability for that matter can go into much more detail and as such, they are editable to a 
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much greater extent (Kallinikos et al., 2013, p. 360). However, the high level of editability and re-

programmability of digital objects provides some challenges regarding archiving and their preservation. 

Predominately the challenges have to do with the provenance and the authenticity of the digital objects. 

Provenance meaning the origins and history of the archived object, and authenticity referencing that the 

content of the digital object is not tempered with. This can pose problems for cases where information 

sharing across different entities is required such as documents in the shipping industry. The solution so far 

has been that the documents remained analog, but blockchain solutions are starting to remedy the situation 

(Jensen, Hedman, & Henningsson, 2019, p. 224).  

The interactivity of the digital objects refers to their varying degree of responsiveness compared to the input 

or choices made by the user, or that it is contingent upon how it is used. While physical objects in some 

senses are also malleable in respect to how they are used, we can for example think of digital objects ability 

to be customized contingently upon the user which is a level of interaction physical objects do not have to 

the same degree (Kallinikos et al., 2013, p. 358). By distributing, a reference is drawn towards how digital 

objects tend to become part of vast networks or being available online, meaning that they essentially have a 

potential reach much bigger than purely physical objects would be able to have (Kallinikos et al., 2013, p. 

357).  

Due to the tendency of digital products to be distributed through platforms and networks, there is also a 

need for searchability to facilitate diffusion. As such searchability will be a function of the algorithmic 

computation made by search engines. Search engines are however to an increasing degree incentivized to 

not show what most accurately represent what was searched for, but instead what grants them more ad 

revenue as that is their business model. We can see something somewhat similar on product platforms as 

there are also incentives for the platform operator to prioritize the searchability of certain complements 

relative to others. For instance, (Rietveld, Schilling, & Bellavitis, 2019, p. 1243) shows us that for platforms 

the promotion strategy seems to be more complex than simply choosing the best sellers. Rather, it seems to 

be the case that the most likely complements to be endorsed are those with the potential to unlock further 

value, meaning complements that have had some sales but that are not yet massively distributed. If we 

consider our diffusion of innovation paradigm this however makes sense, as we are aware that complements 

that are already massively diffused seldom peak again, however the ones yet to peak obviously can, this 

strategy is therefore rational. 

We can also think of both of these instances as computed human experience, that is, the computation of 

digital objects acting upon us instead of the other way around. (Baskerville et al., 2019, p. 27) Gives an 
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example of this with Google Maps, wherein we currently can decide to disobey the route suggested to us, 

but in the future, with automated cars, we will not have this opportunity.  

Additionally, for digital objects, it is also the case that they sometimes are sold while being incomplete or 

where additional content can be bought subsequently. This is in part something they can do because of the 

ubiquitous markets where additional content can be purchased immediately. It is also the case that the 

incomplete objects sometimes are an invitation for the potential adopters to help create or test/fix the 

product (Kallinikos et al., 2013, p. 358).  

As another function of the underlying digitalization, digital platforms also tend to provide tools to help 

complementors integrate or develop their products on the platform. These can be tools such as SDKs and 

APIs, this is known as boundary resources as they are for external development (de Reuver, Sørensen, & 

Basole, 2018, p. 126). Platform operators can offer these tools as it is in their interest to help the externals 

bring value to the platform. It is however a balance for platform operators regarding ethical concerns and 

control of the platform (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013, p. 177).  

This also ties into what is known as layered modularity, that is, the interconnection between multiple actors 

in the creation of a digital product. As we already know both digital products and digital platforms can be 

highly modular, that is, components of them can easily be replaced. With layered modularity, there is a 

reference towards potential issues regarding the modularity of different actors being interconnected. (Yoo 

et al., 2010, p. 727) Suggests at least 4 layers are present (contents, service, network, and device layer), but 

there could also be more. Supposedly as the modularity of these layers is incorporated within the product, 

changing one might affect the others. We can for example imagine changing how an API worked, would 

necessitate adjustments to keep certain functionalities of the complements.   

As such we should understand the literature behind the diffusion of innovation and digital objects. Digital 

objects containing both digital products and digital platforms, which however holds quite distinguishable 

properties. As this study aims at answering the research question: “What are the factors determining the 

speed of diffusion of digital products on digital platforms?” there is a necessity to understand both diffusions 

of innovation, the properties of digital products, and the literature behind digital platforms as we are 

attempting to distribute explanatory power towards the properties of digital platforms, and digital products 

regarding how they affect the time element from the diffusion of innovations.   
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Research design  

Philosophy of science  

As we aim at understanding the factors contributing to the accelerated diffusion of digital products critical 

realism can offer us a helpful way to think about our inquiry due to its ontological perspective. Essentially 

Critical realism argues that as we interpret our findings, we must do so from the inherent understanding that 

reality is stratified into three different levels. These three levels being the empirical, the actual, and the real 

(Bhaskar et al., 1998, p. 41). 

The empirical refers to events or reality as we experience it, or as we observe or measure them empirically. 

Meanwhile the actual refers to what really happens (O’Mahoney & Vincent, 2014, p. 9), implying that the 

empirical and the actual level are not necessarily the same, and due to the dissonance between these two 

levels, inferences ought to be made with caution. Ignoring this advice is known as the epistemic fallacy, that 

is, carelessly assuming that the empirical and the actual levels are the same (Bhaskar et al., 1998, p. xxi). 

Lastly, there is the real level which is the level wherein the structures and mechanisms with causal and 

generative properties reside. As such it is from the real level that events are created at the actual level, which 

we then empirically experience at the empirical level (Fletcher, 2017, p. 183). So, while it has utility to 

optimize empirical methods to capture more accurately what occurs at the actual level, this is not the most 

crucial objective. In reality, the most essential is what occurs at the real level. As it is the ambition for critical 

realism to achieve an understanding of the causal powers of reality (Ackroyd & Karlsson, 2014, p. 24). That 

dictates that scientific inquiry should direct its effort towards achieving an understanding of the real level. 

This is also the case for this study as we aim towards attributing explanatory power towards various 

properties of the digital products on Steam.  

Epistemologically it is however a difficult task, as we have already established that we only have access to 

the empirical level and as such not the structures with causal properties. Inferences can however be made 

using demi-regularities, meaning trends, and recurring properties which can be explored further. However, 

these are not steadfast laws similar to what the natural sciences studies and they are as such changeable. 

This has to do with social sciences in contrast to natural sciences studying open systems consisting of 

changing structures and malleable people with agency (Bhaskar, 1981, p. 125). Comparatively natural 

sciences can make very precise inferences about causalities as they study entities lacking agency in closed 

systems. Meanwhile, one thing changing in an open system being studied by a social scientist might impact 

everything else, causality can as such to a much higher degree be a moving target in social science. 
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For this study, Steam is considered an open system with more variables than we can capture realistically, 

inhabiting users joining and leaving on both market sides, which may not be predictable due to their agency. 

As such this calls for the relativistic epistemology that critical realism provides, wherein trends are observed 

at the empirical level which is then used to inform guesses at what is occurring at the real level. Within this 

study this process is manifested as logistic regression, revealing the empirical trends (the empirical) which 

are then in turn used to provide a guess at the causal forces at play (the real).   

As such the critical realist critique of positivism in a social science context is epistemological, as positivism 

assumes that reality can be known through empirical data or observations. Critical realism instead puts 

forward that experiences(the empirical) are different from events(the actual) and that both of these are in 

turn different from structures and generative mechanisms(the real). Besides being different the actual and 

the real are intransitive, meaning unavailable, as such only leaving the empirical as the transitive (Bhaskar et 

al., 1998, p. 27). While Critical realism also grounds its findings in the empirical, the differentiation and 

acknowledgment of the different ontological levels is a major difference, that is, the epistemology is 

relativistic instead of realism. Critical realism is however also in a critique of constructivist approaches, and 

oddly enough for similar reasons. As the constructivists’ ontological reduction of the objective reality to 

mental constructs created at an individual or group level, they are essentially also committing an epistemic 

fallacy. The proper stance for critical realism is instead epistemological relativism and ontological realism 

(Bhaskar et al., 1998, p. 721).  

As such the process of scientific inquiry for critical realism is the identification of demi regularities at the 

empirical level which are then interpreted in a theoretical context with abductive reasoning bringing it 

towards the real level (Fletcher, 2017, p. 185). 

So, while inferences of the real level based on data collected at the empirical level will always be 

questionable, studies accumulating over time makes the causalities more apparent. and while causal powers 

might never be fully known, the iterative scientific effort will hopefully come closer and closer to the real and 

actual level.  

Methodology 

To complement the laid-out axioms of critical realism this study applies abduction and retroduction 

complimentarily as the primary modes of inferences to answer the research question.  

As we have set out to uncover the properties affecting diffusion of innovation it is not adequate to simply 

use induction or deduction. Firstly, the former would imply partially ignoring the body of literature that 

already exists addressing diffusion of innovation and instead generate theory based upon implications 
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derived from the dataset. The latter would on the other hand imply theory testing, meaning prematurely 

assuming what is important without grounding it in the available dataset. As such it is simply choosing which 

theories to test against the dataset. So, while induction implies going from data to theory and deduction from 

theory to confirmation/rejection (Egholm, 2014, p. 173), abduction instead combines elements from both of 

these.   

Similarly, with deduction, abduction also starts from theory, but instead of deciding upon a single theory to 

test, abduction takes several into account, proposing multiple explanations for the given phenomena. As 

these explanations are then tested, they are modified and reduced appropriately relative to the findings 

(Egholm, 2014, p. 174). Abduction is also referred to as the ‘best guess’ method, meaning it tries to take as 

much as possible into account and make the most likely inference relative to the available information, hence 

the necessity to test for multiple possible explanations. As abduction is grasping towards things that we don’t 

know ‘best guess’ also implies that it is a guess, as there is no way of confirming if it is true. Retroduction as 

a mode of inference builds upon abduction, by asking what reality must be like granted that the inference 

from abduction is correct. The two types of inferences are as such complementary, but the retroductive 

statement is however conditional upon how accurate the abductive statement is (Ritz, 2020, p. 462). The 

question of what reality must be like is also a guess, as structures and properties are not readily available 

empirically, but it is the best attempt at reaching “the real” from the critical realist ontology.  

As stated previously this study is empirically grounded in a dataset containing various data on products from 

the Steam platform, particularly sales data but also variables that are descriptive of the games in different 

ways. Theoretical redescription was applied for certain parts of the data with the goal in mind to be able to 

qualitatively be able to say something at a theoretical level that differentiates products that are diffusing fast 

from the ones diffusing slow. Most prominently a speed variable was assigned to each product indicating 

whether it was fast or slow as well as theoretical variables being assigned to each product. This theoretical 

redescription is explained in-depth in its section under the results section further down. Regardless, each of 

the theoretical variables was tested against the speed variable with logistic regression, indicating the 

significance of their individual ability to predict products being either fast or slow as well as how effectful 

each variable is at that. Here the abductive logic is being applied, that multiple explanations are being tested 

for, and even though the problem is more complex than these variables can fully encapsulate, the model is 

an effort towards the best possible guess. The retroductive part then comes after this revelation asking what 

these results, granted that they are true, would mean at the real level.  
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Data set 

This study is rooted in a dataset inherited from (Kanat et al., 2020) wherein video games distributed on the 

Steam platform are represented. The dataset consists of a multitude of variables which is tracked for each 

quarter. The dataset was put together by estimating steam sales using data collected by a python script 

running daily to collect data on the Steam libraries of 200.000 random Steam users. The dataset inhabits 

multiple variables but the only ones that are utilized for this study are “popular tags” referring to the 20 most 

popular tags applied to the product on Steam, as well as the “estimated percentage” which refers to the 

product uptake from the diffusion model from Bass. The formula provides an accumulative percentage for 

how much a specific game has diffused over time using the following formula:  

𝐹(𝑡) =
1 − 𝑒 ( )∙

1 +
𝑞
𝑝 𝑒 ( )∙

 

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛: 

𝐹(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 

𝑝 = 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝑞 = 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

The dataset itself contains 9340 different games from Steam wherein this paper will only consider 467 of 

them, decided by the top 5 percentage from the bass model and games that have more than 3 quarters of 

data.    

Validity 
When considering dataset validity, it is a question about whether the sample is representative of the 

population. For this inquiry, the population refers to the products on the Steam platform. To gather 

information about the platform I used SteamDB.info which tracks varying measurements about the platform. 

For our purpose, the only relevant measurement for this calculation was the number of total products on the 

platform as that is essentially the population size. Knowing about the population size allowed for the usage 

of Krejcie & Morgans’ formula for required sample size relative to population size.  

𝑠 =
𝑋 ∙ 𝑁 ∙ 𝑃 ∙ (1 − 𝑃)

𝑀𝐸 ∙ (𝑁 − 1) + (𝑋 ∙ 𝑃 ∙ (1 − 𝑃))
 

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛: 

s = Required sample size 

X = Chi-square for the specific confidence level at 1 degree of freedom 

N = Population size 

P = Population proportion(50% is the conservative choice) 
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ME = Desired margin of error 

(Krejcie & Morgan, 1970) 

At the time of writing, the population size was shown to be 174568, inserting our information into the 

formula outputs the following: 

𝑠 =
1.96 ∙ 174568 ∙ 0.5 ∙ (1 − 0.5)

0.05 ∙ (174568 − 1) + 1.96 ∙ 0.5 ∙ (1 − 0.5)
= 383.319 ≈ 384 

With our sample size being at 467 it is higher than 384 and we can therefore argue that our sample size is 

adequate for being representable for the population. This is relative to a confidence level at 95% and a margin 

of error at 5% in layman’s terms meaning that we can expect the sample will be correct 95% of the time and 

when it is wrong it will be off by 5%.  

Methods 
Logistic regression  
After a theoretical redescription of the dataset, a dependent variable and several independent variables were 

created. Due to the dichotomous or categorical nature of the dependent variable, it was decided that it would 

be appropriate to use a binary logistic regression to test the dependent variables against the independent 

ones.  

In the interest of not including irrelevant variables, the independent variables were created with a theoretical 

perspective in mind. As such keywords attached to the products (known as tags) were grouped to form the 

independent variables in such a way that they said something about the product. Tags that could not be 

associated with a higher abstract theoretical meaning were omitted, and not considered for the construction 

of any variables. This is done as the inclusion of irrelevant variables runs the risk of increasing the standard 

error for the other variables, dependent upon their level of correlation between them (Menard, 2002, p. 69). 

This is therefore done to eliminate the risk of biasing the regression.   

Our dependent variable is Speed with the binary possibilities of being either fast or slow. The logistic 

regression would as such calculate the probability of a randomly selected unit to be fast based upon the 

values of the predictor variables (Agresti, Franklin, & Klingenberg, 2017, p. 681). This probability is calculated 

with the following  formula: 

𝑃 =
1

1 + 𝑒 ( ⋯ )
 

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛: 

𝑃 = Probability of particular outcome occurring 
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𝛽 = constant for intercept 
𝛽 𝑥 = coefficient for the independent variable 

Results 
Theoretical redescription 

Creation of dependent variable  

To perform the logistic regression, there was a need to create a variable that could decide which games were 

fast and slow. As such allowing for inferences between the dependent variable and the independent 

variables.  

Instead of a regular conceptualization of speed such as rate of adoption, a different idea occurred as the rate 

of adoption is immensely influenced by things like the budget behind the product, marketing, etc. An idea 

that proved useful in getting around such differences was to consider speed as a function of how many 

observations it took a product to reach 80% of its final value for the estimated product uptake relative to the 

number of observations each particular product had. The 80% mark was decided upon as a reasonable 

marker for diffusion speed based on reflections towards Roger’s diffusion theory as well as the Pareto 

principle. Rogers said that the last amount of diffusion would come from laggards and would constitute 16% 

(Rogers, 2003, p. 356). This is an argument for using 84%, however, it assumes an event wherein the product 

is done diffusing, which it is difficult to argue for when a product is, especially taking into consideration of its 

continuous digital nature. The Pareto principle argues for a 20-80% split in terms of general outcome 

(Mathison, 2005) and is as such more independent of timing. While 80% was chosen based on this, it’s worth 

noting that the percentage chosen might be somewhat trivial as products diffusing fast would very likely still 

be the fastest regardless of the percentage.  

However, while the 20-80% split is not as dependent upon timing, it still does not work around the problem 

of the products differing in the number of observations they have. Due to this, it is not adequate to simply 

compare the number of observations it takes to get to the 80% mark of the final product uptake, as the 

products range between having 4 to 13 observations. Therefore, there was a need to make the comparison 

relative to the number of total observations each product had. This was accomplished by dividing the number 

of observations it took a product to reach 80% of its total product uptake by the product’s total number of 

observations, outputting what I have named the Speedratio, the formula is the following: 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑉

𝑛
 

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛:  

𝑉 = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑘 𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 80% 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒. 

𝑛 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡. 
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To qualify which products were fast or slow based upon the Speed ratio, the median of the Speedratio was 

used to categorize products. So, if the median of the Speedratio was below the Speedratio of a particular 

game, that game would be considered slow, otherwise, it would be considered fast.  

This is however still not without bias as products with higher numbers of observations have an advantage 

over low observation products. This is due to the products inhabiting a higher frequency of observations 

mathematically being able to get a lower Speedratio than the rest. This is simply due to the equation being 

used to calculate the Speedratio, but this can be illustrated rather easily. We can simply consider two 

products, one with 4 total observations and another with 13, both of them reach 80% of total product uptake 

at their first observation.  

𝑉

𝑛
= 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜              

1

4
= 0.25               

1

13
= 0.077 

 

With this, it can be seen that there is an advantage associated with having higher observations, granted that 

fast or slow is determined with the median for the speedratio.  

N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Slow freq 18 7 14 26 29 29 32 25 33 17 

Fast freq 9 17 33 17 18 28 26 29 39 21 

Table 1- Frequencies for fast and slow. 

However, in table 1 we can see the distribution of frequencies for products with the same number of 

observations between fast and slow. The beforementioned advantage does seem to somewhat express itself 

here, as for the 3 highest observation rankings of 11-13 there seems to be a small trend of more observations 

leading to fast products, but mostly it seems to be fairly evenly distributed.  

This was therefore decided to be the most reasonable way to conceptualize speed, given that the distribution 

between fast and slow is reasonably distributed and also with the interest in mind of not having to discard 

any of the data.  

Creation of independent variables 

In a search for ways to predict the dependable variable, there was a need for a way to discern qualitative 

differences between the products. The tags applied to the products here appeared as the most useful way 

to fulfill this demand.   

The tags are keywords that appear on each product to help consumers in discerning qualitative aspects of a 

particular product before buying it. Steam also has a filtering system for search queries wherein specific tags 

can be applied, filtering out products that do not have specific tags. The tags applied to the products are 
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decided upon conjointly by Steam, the developer, and end-users. Initially, tags are decided upon by 

developers, when uploading the product to Steam, however, they are offered a tag-wizard that suggests 

which tags to use. End-users can also apply the tags they see fit, which will show the top 20 tags applied. The 

20 most applied tags are in the end what is going to be visible for the particular game, as such tags that do 

not make the top 20 are somewhat moot as they do not appear (Steamworks, n.d.). It is however not obvious 

from the documentation, how disputes for what tags should be displayed are solved e.g., if developers can 

overrule what tags have been applied by the end-users if they prefer other tags to be displayed on their 

products. However, most likely this would not be an issue, as it is in the interest of all parties, that the tags 

are as accurate as possible. Speculatively we can assume that end-users would leave bad reviews on games 

wherein they have been led astray, in turn making it less likely for others to purchase. As both the revenue 

of the developers and Steam are tied to the purchasing from end-users it is in their interest as well that the 

tags applied to the products are accurate.  

The tags being keywords are as such descriptors of the products in various ways, implying that meaning can 

be inferred about the products they are attached to. This was done to create independent variables or 

predictors for the logistic regression. From the dataset, each game had tags associated with them from each 

quarter, to be as inclusive as possible these were all concatenated for each product and subsequently the 

duplicates were removed. Additionally, there were also some games that within the dataset, were missing 

tags altogether, as a means of not discarding them these were given Steams current list of tags for them, 

granted that it had any.   

To build an understanding of the phenomena of their diffusion, theoretical variables were constructed by 

pulling together tags that indicated a similar theoretical meaning. While the approach is abductive, meaning 

an emphasis on testing for multiple possible explanations, there was also the necessity to not narrow the 

theoretical lens too much, so that the findings do not become inapplicable towards digital platforms and 

digital products in general. Therefore, tags indicating different kinds of videogame genres were not applicable 

towards the creation of theoretical variables. In essence, theories can as such be built for everything, but due 

to the theoretical aim, tags needed to be able to constitute theoretical variables that appropriately hold 

implications for digital products and digital platforms more broadly than for platforms that function as 

intermediaries between video game developers and their customers.  

Therefore, the tags that were excluded were not adequately within the same theoretical meaning or were 

excluded due to not fitting in pragmatically. The theoretical variables that were created out of this process 

were Indie, Early access, Free, Co-creation, Network effect, Social influence, and Hardware requirement. In 

here we are as such testing for normal effects within the diffusion science such as hardware requirement and 
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social influence, as well as the network effect and indie variable pertaining to the effects of governance 

aspects, lastly Early access, Free and Co-creation are variables testing effects that are only possible because 

of the inherent nature of the products being digital.  

The remainder of this section will describe the interpretation of the tags into these theoretical variables more 

deeply. However, the complete set of tags that were considered, including the tags that were excluded, is 

provided within the appendix.     

Indie 

This variable will include products with the tag ‘Indie’, which will show how well indie will predict the speed 

of diffusion. Games that are developed by smaller development teams are often referred to as indie games, 

whereas bigger games are referred to as AAA games (Computerhope, 2017; Vicente, 2020). (Ritzki, Mukharil, 

& Hermawan, 2019) tried to establish a relationship between market success and development process 

between AAA games and Indie games, however, was unable to establish that the development process was 

significant for market success. Here we will look at something similar but instead of market success look at 

diffusion speed. For Steam, there is no ‘AAA’ tag, so the lack of the Indie tag will instead imply AAA. 

While Indie games can certainly outperform AAA games, we can implicitly understand how having larger 

resources pouring into the products would tend towards making them qualitatively better all other things 

being equal. We can therefore think of them as qualitatively different, and as a consequence thereof, as two 

different types of complementors for the platform of Steam. Steam has also addressed this to some degree 

through governance aspects as their business model is a commission model, wherein they take a cut of the 

sales. The products on Steam are therefore sorted into 3 different tiers depending on how many sales they 

make. Here higher sales will lead to Steam taking a smaller cut of the revenue. For the lowest tier Steam 

takes 30% meanwhile for the 2nd and 1st tier Steam will only take 25% and 20% (Statt, 2018). With a revenue 

model like this, it could be argued that Steam is favoring large game developers, as they potentially pay less 

for being on the platform. However more accurately it could be thought of as an incentive for these 

developers to not deplatform and find their own means of distribution as other AAA developers have done, 

such as Electronic Arts, Blizzard Entertainment, and Ubisoft. However, smaller developers are encouraged to 

stay on the platform as Steam has 75% of the global market share for the distribution of video games 

(Zuckerman, 2020). Alternatives to get a similar amount of exposure is therefore scarce.  

This variable will therefore indicate whether the differentiation between these two categories of adopters, 

affects the diffusion speed of their products. One might argue that AAA games have a size advantage relative 

to indie developers, wherein their increased level of exposure on the platform would allow them to diffuse 
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faster. This point is however moot as the size of total sales is accounted for in the conceptualization of speed. 

It could however be the case that consumers are more likely to follow the AAA developers and would 

therefore be faster to adopt the new products once they become published, wherein Indie developers would 

have to get discovered through their exposure on the platform. While it is not very clear, out of these 

reflections the indie variable would therefore be expected to slow down the diffusion. 

Early access 

This variable consists of the products having the tag ‘Early Access’. Early access is a feature on Steam wherein 

games can be distributed to the end consumers already in beta or alpha stages. The feature is very popular, 

so while there are advantages (Arafat, Qusef, & Al-Taher, 2019) have also highlighted some disadvantages 

for the consumer. They highlight a lack of timeframe and obligation from the developers, justifying it by 

further pointing out that only 35% of early release games get an official release. The upside for the developer 

is however that its users tend to give more positive reviews for games that are not fully released yet as they 

are more forgiving, and it can also help in creating a word-of-mouth effect, which can however be negative 

or positive depending on how the developers execute (Lin, Bezemer, & Hassan, 2018). The early access of 

products can also function as a funding strategy for developers. It is however risky to have the money gained 

from the early access sales as the only financial source for the game, as there is a reliance upon end-

consumers’ willingness to purchase incomplete products, which might backfire into negative PR (Lin et al., 

2018, p. 793).  

For our purpose, we will try to uncover the effect Early access games have on the speed of diffusion. It is not 

very clear from a theoretical point of view if the Early access strategy will result in faster or slower diffusion. 

However, there is survey information that can help us reflect upon how consumer behavior might be 

affected.  (Arafat et al., 2019, p. 340) shows that consumers mostly indulge in the early access game out of 

considerations towards their game concept or to support development, the other options being cheaper 

prices, to influence the game, or Steam achievements. Another part of the survey indicated that the 

participants mostly had a neutral to low level of confidence towards the products going into full release. 

Upon reflection of this, it would seem appropriate to assume that the early access variable would come out 

as indifferent in terms of speed. This is as the decision-making appears to come down to product specificities, 

rather than the game being in early access or not. As products both in and outside of early access can have 

good and bad game concepts, this should be expected to not have an effect.  

Free  

The free variable contains games that were tagged with ‘free to play’. Products that are tagged with this are 

free, although usually not fully, but it happens. At the very least there is no associated monetary transaction 
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required for the end-user’s initial download and interaction. So as free indicate products wherein end-users 

simply can download the product without any monetary transaction at all, the accelerated diffusion should 

be self-evident.  

Most obviously, it can be considered that for the products wherein there is no initial monetary barrier of 

entry, users can get a free firsthand insight on the product. Rogers noted that in the context of different 

adopter groups socio-economic status was higher for groups that were faster at adopting innovations. This 

being a consequence of the abundance of resources these groups inhabit relatively to the lower socio-

economic groups. The increased level of capital, in particular, allows for investments with less risk, as a 

certain standard of living is already assured for the higher socio-economic strata (Rogers, 2003, p. 270). We 

can also consider this relative to the innovation decision-process that Rogers also laid out which contains the 

following steps for innovation adopting units: (1) Knowledge, (2) Persuasion, (3) decision, (4) implementation, 

and (5) confirmation (Rogers, 1983, p. 20). Here persuasion can in part be understood as evaluative, meaning 

that it inhabits certain criteria for the end-user, that need to be fulfilled before they can be persuaded into 

making a positive adoption decision, and if it were to fail the drive for adoption would be discarded. If capital 

is scarce, it is understandable that one of these main evaluative criteria for purchase could come down to 

price. That is low socio-economic strata that get informed about products being free, become persuaded 

about making a positive adoption decision with less effort, compared to products that require an upfront 

payment as the monetary requirement is removed. The consumer behavior is however more unclear relative 

to what happens post-download, but this is also outside the scope of the data. In reflection of that, it is 

however worth noting that a potential accelerated adoption of free products should not in and of itself be 

considered a success criterion. While it may generate word-of-mouth effects, it should appear self-evident 

that there at the very least is no monetary gain for the supply side relative to the diffusion of free products. 

These products are therefore seldom completely free and incorporate a business model known as freemium, 

wherein a free version of the product can be experienced, but it is somewhat inhibited relative to the full 

product experience. This usually constitutes the option for the consumer to either purchase a premium 

version of the product with full functionality, cosmetic upgrades, or in-game upgrades that makes the 

experience more functional or enjoyable.  

So, while nothing is stopping developers from releasing completely free products there is at the very least 

little monetary incentive to do so. It is however not an empirical impossibility, and it is certainly possible for 

individuals to have game development as a hobby. This is however somewhat combated by this study only 

considering the top 5% of the products inhabiting the dataset. The underlying assumption being that the 

developers with cash flow would tend to outperform those without.    
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These games that are free to play or “freemium” products are as such facilitated around a different business 

model than those that are paid for. This new way of operating is growing among users, but it also poses some 

challenges. As the games are free the developers have to prompt users in different ways to make them pay 

(Hadiji et al., 2014). There is therefore a need for developers to understand their user base, and the purchase 

behavior in these situations is generally not very well understood (Hanner & Zarnekow, 2015). However, it 

could equally be the case that end users are not willing to accept being prompted for payment in various 

ways and that they prefer paying upfront for the fully functional game.  

It is however important here to differentiate between the speed of diffusion and actual usage. This is as there 

is no obvious way, granted the data, to test to what degree end-consumers are continuously using the 

products, as they might have downloaded it, tried it out, and then decided it was not for them. This is 

essentially a test between two potential viewpoints, known as the ‘free mentality’ and the ‘price quality 

inference’. As a result of the bloom in freemium software, a ‘free mentality’ has developed among some 

people wherein there is an expectation of software and information to be free of charge instead of needing 

purchase. The competing intuition here is the price-quality inference leading to the rationale that more 

expensive products are more expensive due to the increased utility they provide, or similarly that they are of 

higher quality (Niemand, Mai, & Kraus, 2019, p. 774). The consequence of the free mentality is also in part 

explained by what is known as the zero-price effect, wherein consumers have an irrationally high demand 

for free products when choosing between “free” products and products with traditional cost structures 

(Hüttel, Schumann, Mende, Scott, & Wagner, 2018, p. 267). The zero-price effect is understood as an 

overreaction from the consumer side when the price hits zero, relative to other price reductions that do not 

hit zero, the relation between price and demand as such stops being linear (Shampanier, Mazar, & Ariely, 

2007, p. 746). The reasoning behind the zero-price effect is largely explained by the psychological concept 

known as ‘affect’. Affect here largely refers to forces, circumstances, or stimulation that affects individuals in 

a specific way. These manifest as unconscious spontaneous feelings which can influence purchase decision-

making. As it here manifests as an impulsive overreaction, (Shampanier et al., 2007, p. 751) have suggested 

that if individuals were to conduct deeper reflections on their purchasing decisions the zero-price effect 

might evaporate. We can reflectively agree with this, by considering that while there is no monetary 

exchange immediately, there are other investments that the individual would have to make such as time and 

mental effort. First, there is download and installation, which takes time, and there is the learning and 

familiarization of the product. If the overall experience is poor, then even though the consumer is not going 

to buy any of the premium features the product has still detracted from the consumer's well-being instead 

of contributed towards it, by consuming their time and mental energy. These reflections however seldom 

occur, hence the prevalence of the zero-price effect.      
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With this, we can understand that the free products usually operate with a different business model wherein 

monetary gain is achieved later in the process, but that this usually results in an irrationally increased demand 

for these products by the consumers. Theoretically, the free variable would be expected to increase the 

speed of diffusion for these products. The speed test is however shallower here compared to the other 

variables, as there is not necessarily any increase in monetary gain associated with a potentially high diffusion 

speed. It is as such only a test of initial download speed, being entirely possible that users would stop 

engaging with the product post-download, rendering it unlikely that they would contribute towards the 

monetary gain of the freemium model.    

Co-creation 

This Variable contains the tags ‘mod’, ‘moddable’, and ‘level editor’ what the games with these tags have in 

common is that the games support end-user in changing various aspects of the game or even use the 

resources in the game to create something entirely different. Furthermore, there are regularly platforms 

dedicated for the end-users sharing their creations. We can conceptually think of the ability to customize the 

games as an aspect of the games being digital, as (Kallinikos et al., 2013) explains that these qualities are 

exclusive to digital objects. If we think of the people utilizing this allowance for customization as a different 

type of user group (supply side), we can also think of the games that allow for this as being nested platforms. 

That is, they are platforms that operate within another platform (Tiwana, 2014). As such we can distinguish 

the games within this category as being nested platforms and also having a higher degree of editability, 

relative to the other games. There is literature suggesting co-creation processes might affect customer 

behavior in terms of video games. Particularly that it increases sales by extending the product life cycle, due 

to the added value provided by the community modding the products. The increase in sales is explained by 

(Poretski, Zalmanson, & Arazy, 2020) to be a function of word of mouth caused by people streaming their 

gameplay upon platforms such as Twitch, YouTube, or Facebook, wherein they explore the new 

functionalities and options created by the community. This in turn then creates awareness and makes 

consumers want to explore these things themselves. Essentially the effect of the co-creation is as such an 

extension of the product life cycle. (Tekic, Tekic, Orcik, & Anisic, 2013) Conceptualizes this phenomenon as 

upon reaching maturity, co-creation occurs through a breakthrough level, wherein product innovation is 

primarily undertaken by the company, wherein only the selection process occurs for chosen contributors. 

This breakthrough level then afterward progresses into either a high co-creation level or low co-creation 

level, wherein the opportunity for development is open to all the consumers. As the names suggest, the 

community either embraces the changes to the breakthrough level and innovates further on it or the 

innovation is minimal, wherein the product declines into its final stage. As such, we can consider the low level 

and high level of co-creation to be dependent or building upon what was created during the breakthrough 
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level. Along the same lines (Fels, Falk, & Schmitt, 2017) have also shown co-creation to make customers use 

the products for longer, but as a novelty shown that products that allow for co-creation create more brand 

loyalty, wherein customers are more likely to buy products from the same brand again. This is an interesting 

note for developers, as it insinuates synergy between the developer’s prior products and their new ones, 

granted that they allowed for co-creation for their prior products.     

While the literature seems to be overtly positive in its findings for co-creations effect on consumer behavior, 

for our purpose we would expect the logistic regression to showcase the products with co-creation as being 

slow. While this might have negative connotations associated with it, it has to do with how speed is defined 

for this study. For our purpose speed has been defined as how fast products reach 80% of their final product 

uptake relative to how many observations it has. While products without co-creation would be expected to 

see a decline once they reach the end of their product lifecycle, products with co-creation having the ability 

to extend their product lifecycle could potentially continually innovate upon themselves. Therefore, they are 

less likely to see the majority of their diffusion in the early observations relative to other products. While this 

is not inherently bad for them, as it means more sales, it is however a technicality that, if the variable is 

significant, would be expected to be a delaying effect.  

Network effect  

The ‘network effect’ variable contains the tags ‘Multiplayer’, ‘Massively multiplayer’, and ‘PvP’. What these 

games have in common is that they rely upon the interaction between players. While games such as these 

are not necessarily platforms, as there usually is only one market side, they are still able to take advantage 

of same-side network effects, also known as direct network effects. That is, the increase in the number of 

users for the particular product increases the value for everyone involved.   

For our case with video games, this is because as more players join the game, the more players there are to 

interact with, potentially making the game more complex and interesting. For lobby-based games that rely 

on this same-side interaction, it is also the case that increased player bases will help to decrease que times 

as the games will have an easier time filling up. Network effects are as such, not exclusive to platforms but 

can also take effect at an individual product level.  

Having a product set up for the exploitation of network effects is however not specifically thought of as a 

growth strategy, as it also requires reaching critical mass before the network effects can start to take effect. 

Rather upon its success, the concept is more linked with value generation, or value perception of the product 

or network. However, increased value relative to the potential competition does create an incentive for 

consumers to partake in the particular product, as a means of increasing their well-being or utility.  
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The question is as such highly correlated with product quality specificities as well as the success of marketing 

or word of mouth effects generated. Another important matter is the level of already established 

competition, with possible switching costs preventing multihoming or the possibility of customers being 

unwilling to diversify their consumption. Regardless of the explanation, it is the case that for these networked 

products the insufficient buildup of network effects at the beginning of the product lifecycle is a cause for 

failed diffusions (Choi, Kim, & Lee, 2010, p. 176). Indeed, it is difficult from a theoretical perspective to say 

that the inclusion of the possibility for network effects as a generality will speed up the diffusion of 

innovations as there are quite a bit of moving parts, making the issue more complex and dynamic. The 

literature also points out a differentiation between diffusing in cliquish networks and randomly bridged 

networks. The former refers to highly interconnected networks, but the groupings are also isolated, 

meanwhile, the ladder refers to networks having bridges between nodes spanning long social distances. In 

the earlier stages, cliquish networks are less likely to fall into under adoption by not reaching critical mass. 

However, once the critical mass has been reached the random networks gain a higher degree of momentum 

relative to the cliquish networks, and they are more likely to keep going and diffuse to a larger audience (Choi 

et al., 2010, p. 175).  

In our case the products are not being marketed towards one particular network, but rather an international 

market or platform, wherein individuals are clustered within their offline social network, but out of online 

convenience also have the possibility of connecting with others outside of their immediate network. As such 

we can consider it a mix between the two beforementioned possibilities, where there both is the possibility 

for safe diffusion within the clusters but also a possibility for diffusion outside of them. However, as already 

mentioned, much would still depend upon the marketers of the products and the products themselves.  

From a meta-perspective, the best bet would properly be that the direct network effect is positively 

correlated with being fast. This is out of the consideration that we are dealing with the top 5% of the games 

in the overall dataset, therefore it seems reasonable to assume that these games would have had adequate 

marketing to gain the traction needed to reach critical mass, activating the network effect to drive adoption.  

We will test how the ramification of this direct network effect can increase the diffusion speed of their 

products comparatively to products that do not have them.  

Social influence  

The tags within this variable are ‘Local multiplayer’, ’Local Co-Op’, ’4 Player local’, ’Co-op campaign’, ’Split 

Screen’, ‘Online co-op’ and, ‘Co-op’. Similarly, to the previous category these games exhibit properties that 

imply interaction or cooperation between players, they are however different, as this in a more restricted 
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sense. The difference here being that it is not a question of the overall value of the product increasing with 

the total amount of people adopting it, rather it is the case that these products are more enjoyable if the 

given individual has an inner circle of other individuals available that they can play them with. As such the 

value of the game is not tied to the total amount of people that play the game, but rather the availability of 

immediate people in your social circle that you can play it with. This is the case since these products are 

oftentimes set up so that the objective of the game is to solve some sort of problem which requires 

cooperation between two individuals or more. Supposedly, the setup of these products would therefore 

create an incentive for the more immediate adopters or people that are still in the consideration phase of 

adoption to try and influence people in their social circles to also adopt the products.   

While the formulations for what social influence constitutes differs slightly, one of them is “Social influence 

is the degree to which an individual user perceives the importance that others believe he or she should use 

an innovation” (Chong, Chan, & Ooi, 2012, p. 37). This seems to indicate that the social influence can refer to 

a rather macro level of influence, such as marketing, or pressure by media, and other large influential parties. 

However, that is not the qualitative difference these products inhabit that this variable tries to refer to since 

such influences potentially can advocate for any innovation. In a narrower sense, it instead tries to refer to 

the social influence of the individual’s social circle or network. More appropriate for this variable would 

therefore be a definition such as “Degree of an individual perceived that important others such as family 

members and friends believe that they should use a particular technology.” (igi-global, n.d.) 

Apart from multiple definitional understandings, the literature has also been applicative towards multiple 

different areas. For example, exploration in terms of behavioral influences in adolescents in terms of drinking 

and smoking habits from their social groups, wherein individuals would assimilate towards the norm of the 

social circle. On a period of 3 years, a non-smoker would become a smoker or vice versa. In terms of drinking, 

individuals would increase or decrease their alcohol consumption towards what was the group norm 

(McCann, Jordan, Higgins, & Moore, 2019).  

Adolescent product, brand, and store choices also assimilate towards group norms as well as opinions. 

Differentiations can however be made between opinion leaders and those that are simply seeking approval. 

This is conceptualized as a mix between two variables (1) Susceptible to social normative influence (SNI) and 

(2) Consumers' need for uniqueness (CNFU). Wherein people that are high in SNI would be approval seeking 

and people high in CNFU would be looking for options highlighting them as unique, unconventional, and 

counter normative. SNI supposedly makes people unlikely to assert themselves as opinion leaders, but more 

likely to comply with opinion leaders, however, it decreases with age (Gentina, Butori, & Heath, 2014, p. 84).     
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It is not only adolescents that are affected by their group affiliations, despite the individual's age group there 

is a drawing towards being accepted by the group that they are socially networked with. In terms of people’s 

willingness to install rooftop solar photovoltaics, a major predictor was the number of neighbors who had 

implemented them (Curtius, Hille, Berger, Hahnel, & Wüstenhagen, 2018, p. 599). 

Even though the literature largely seems to identify that the social influence should have an accelerating 

effect on the diffusion. A possible negative association could be explained through the need to have someone 

to play with. This would be acting as a barrier to entry for adoption if individuals experience a scarcity of 

people available to play with them. A conceptualization such as social capital could for such instances be 

appropriate. Social capital at a micro level can be interpreted as the resources one can utilize through 

personal relationships (Völker et al., 2020, p. 2). A certain level of social capital is as such needed to use these 

products adequately, people lacking this capital would be more reserved towards adopting these products, 

unless someone else with adequate social capital were to convince them of it.   

As such it is difficult to rationalize a prediction for this variable’s contribution, as there are rationalizations 

that can be made towards either direction. If the variable is accelerating the speed of diffusion, it would 

indicate that people are successfully applying their social influence to make their peers join them. If it is 

negative, it would indicate that it acts more as a barrier, wherein for the majority the social capital is lacking 

for them to apply their social influence.        

Hardware requirement 

This variable entails games that incorporate certain hardware to play the game, or where the absence of this 

hardware would detract from the experience comparatively. As such this variable is comprised of the two 

tags ‘VR’ and ‘TrackIR’. VR is an acronym for virtual reality, wherein the users do not see the game through a 

screen, but rather through the VR headset that they are wearing, as it produces the game as though they are 

standing in it. This, therefore, opts for a higher level of emersion with the game, as the in-game character 

moves in sync with the player's movement which is picked up by the VR headset. TrackIR follows a similar 

concept, but it is a more budget-friendly solution. TrackIR utilizes an infrared camera, which tracks the 

position of a tracking clip which can be placed upon a headset or a hat. The camera as such tracks the head 

movement of the user, which will impact the game, e.g., looking to the left will make your in-game character 

look to the left. As such it has similar functionality as VR, but might provide less emersion, as it is still on a 

screen. VR is however a much more prominent technology than TrackIR and it seems to be the case that 

games that incorporate TrackIR also allows for VR. This at the very least within our dataset seems to be the 

case as every instance of the TrackIR tag also accompanied a VR tag, but not vice versa.  
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Regardless, there are different ways in which this variable can be understood. One might argue that the extra 

emersion or functionality would make the products diffuse faster, perhaps out of enthusiasm for this 

technology. This line of thinking could be conceptualized through the concept of maximizing expected utility 

from decision theory wherein individuals make their decisions through trying to maximize their utility. They 

would do so through a probability equation wherein the probability of various outcomes and the utility of 

those outcomes are weighted against each other (Weirich et al., 2020, p. 5).  

For example, individuals evaluating the purchasing of this additional hardware might subconsciously evaluate 

if the additional hardware will make the products more fun. This can be drawn up as two separate equations 

such as:     

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑏𝑢𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔) = 𝑃(𝑓𝑢𝑛)𝑈(𝑓𝑢𝑛) + 𝑃(𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑛)𝑈(𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑛) 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑏𝑢𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔) = 𝑃(𝑓𝑢𝑛)𝑈(𝑓𝑢𝑛) + 𝑃(𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑛)𝑈(𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑛) 

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛: 

𝑃 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 

𝑈 = 𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 

If the expected utility of buying the product is bigger than the expected utility of not buying the individual 

would find buying the product to be the most rational choice, based on the information they have available 

(Weirich et al., 2020, p. 6).  

However, a different take might be that these technologies would act as barriers to entry for the players, i.e., 

that there is a need to have this hardware to play the games. This line of thinking builds on Rogers explaining 

that socio-economic standing was influential for how fast different groups of people would try innovations 

(Rogers, 2003, p. 365). Dispensable income here being part of socio-economic status, which would suggest 

that not all would be willing to acquire this hardware to play these games. For the games having this variable, 

there would therefore according to Rogers be an expectation of the products to adopt more slowly. 

Logistic regression 
A logistic regression was done using R with the previously created theoretical variables which show their 

ability to predict the speed variable, the result can be seen in table 2. 

Theoretical model     

Predictors 
Beta  
Coefficients 

Std. error Odds  
Ratios 

Odds ratios 
CI 

P 

(Intercept) -0.80 0.23 0.45 0.28 – 0.70 0.001 
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Indie 0.26 0.22 1.30 0.85 – 2.00 0.227 

Early access -0.54 0.36 0.58 0.28 – 1.17 0.128 

Free 1.63 0.27 5.08 3.07 – 8.70 <0.001 

Co-creation -0.30 0.34 0.74 0.38 – 1.43 0.369 

Network effect 0.78 0.28 2.18 1.26 – 3.81 0.006 

Social influence -0.15 0.27 0.86 0.51 – 1.45 0.574 

Hardware requirement -1.22 0.56 0.29 0.09 – 0.85 0.029 

Observations 467   

R2 Tjur 0.144   

Deviance 574.322   

AIC 590.322   

log-Likelihood -287.161   
Table 2 – Theoretical Logistic regression model 

From the model in table 2, we can see that only 3 of the variables are significant as their p-value is below the 

alpha value of 0.05, these are ‘Free’, ‘Network effect’, and ‘Hardware requirement’. This means that the rest 

of the variables we had included does not contribute meaningfully to predicting whether a game diffuses fast 

or slow.  

To gauge, how effectful the variables are individually in their predictive power, we can use their individual 

odds ratios. While there are multiple variables only 3 variables were significant, and as such we will not 

consider the odds ratio for the rest. From the odds ratio, we can see ‘Free’ and ‘Network effect’ both having 

a positive effect, wherein games that are ‘Free’ are 5 times more likely to be fast and for games, with network 

effects, it is 2 times more likely. Adversely games with the ‘Hardware requirements’ variable are shown to 

be around 3 times less likely to diffuse fast. While there is uncertainty associated with these effects the 

confidence intervals of the odds ratios show that at the very least there is 95% certainty that the effects of 

free and network effect are positive as well as the hardware requirement being negative. 

Model fit  
To gauge model fit, the Wald statistic was calculated for the theoretical model in R but also the Null model, 

the result hereof can be seen in table 3. The theoretical model naturally including all the variables meanwhile 

the null model only consisting of the intercept.  
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Considering model fit we can say that the theoretical model explains the dependent variable significantly as 

the p-value is below the alpha value. We can however also see that in terms of the same criteria the null 

model is also significant, although with a lower p-value.  

Wald statistic Theoretical model Null model 

X2 58.7 12.1 

df 8 1 

p 8.5e-10 5.1e-4 

Table 3 - Wald statistic of Theoretical model and Null model 

To understand if our model is an improvement upon the null model, we can instead consider the deviance of 

the model relative to the null model.  

We can test this by using a likelihood ratio test. A p-value of 3.7e-13 was found as seen in table 4, this shows 

the improvement of the theoretical model over the null model is significant.  

Theoretical model | null model Likelihood ratio test 

p 3.7e-13 

Table 4- likelihood ratio test between the theoretical model and null model 

Model assumptions 
Logistic regression is based upon multiple assumptions that need to hold for the validity of the theoretical 

model. Supposedly there is an assumption of linearity, independence of errors, and multicollinearity (Field, 

Miles, & Field, 2012, p. 321). 

Linearity 

Logistic regressions have the assumption that there is linearity between the independent variables and the 

logit of the outcome variable, however only for the continuous predictor variables. In our instance, we do 

however only have dichotomous variables and so for our case, this is not an issue that we need to test for 

(Stoltzfus, 2011, p. 1099).  

Independence of errors  

The assumption of independence refers to the independence of the data points not being influenced by prior 

observations or by each other. The formal way to test for this is with a Durbin Watson test for the regression 

model. The test gives a value between 0 and 4, wherein 2 is the best, meanwhile less than 1 and above 3 is 

problematic (Field et al., 2012, p. 292).   
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This Durbin Watson test was conducted in R, which gave the D-W statistic of 2.02, meaning that our 

regression model upholds the assumption of independence of errors. 

multicollinearity 

To test for multicollinearity, the variance inflation factor (VIF) was used. The lowest value possible is 1, 

meanwhile, variables with values exceeding 5 are problematic and should be removed from the model, as it 

means their contribution is already explained by another variable (James, Witten, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2013, 

p. 101). 

 Indie 
Early 
access 

Free Co-creation 
Network 
effect 

Social 
influence 

Hardware 
requirement 

VIF 1.10 1.06 1.10 1.02 1.93 1.72 1.04 

Table 5- VIF on each variable 

The result of VIF on each variable can be seen in table 5, wherein all of them are rather low. As such 

multicollinearity is not a problem for the theoretical model.     

Expected frequencies 

Another problem that can occur for logistic regressions is that particular groups of the data are so rare that 

the low frequency of their occurrence causes problems. This should be addressed by looking at expected 

frequency tables for each variable. When checking these tables, the limit that should be upheld is that all 
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cells in the table are at least 1, and no more than 20% of them are less than 5 (Field et al., 2012, p. 323). In 

our case, the variable with the lowest occurrences is `Hardware requirement`. Overall, the variable has 17 

occurrences in total, but for the expected table the lowest cell has 8.37 as can be seen in figure 2. This is for 

the variable being present and the game diffusing slow. However, this shows us that there is no problem in 

terms of the criterion for expected frequencies.  

Potential observed frequency bias  

It can however also be argued that there is an implicit bias simply associated with the difference in observed 

frequencies across the variables which can also be problematic if their distribution of games being either fast 

or slow is excessively one-sided.  

Similarly, as with expected frequencies the variables might represent rare events that seldom occur in the 

population, making the representation of it in the sample inadequate. For the sample it is the case that there 

is a high difference in the observed frequencies of the variables as can be seen within figure 3, ranging from 

‘Indie’ with 294 occurrences down to ‘Hardware requirement’ with 17.    

The inherent difference in frequency between variables is as such not problematic, the potential issue lies 

within the sample’s ability to capture the phenomenon the variable represents accurately in proportion to 

the population. As such the more frequent the phenomenon occurs the more likely it is that the effect will 

be adequately represented in the sample. As such if a variable almost exclusively had either fast or slow, it 

could be argued that maybe the sample is not big enough to capture the cases wherein the variable gives the 

adverse effect, as such indicating the total observed frequency of the variable is too low.   

The variable that is the most likely to be problematic is again the ‘hardware requirement’ as it has the lowest 

number of observed cases. However, as can be seen in figure 3, the distribution between fast and slow for 

the variable is around 1/3 and 2/3 respectively. As such fast and slow are both represented for the variable 

although it could be argued that due to the low frequency it is the variable that is the least reliable out of the 

ones represented here.   
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Another argument for the validity of the ‘Hardware requirement’ variable is that it is represented rather well 

in relation to the sample size when juxtaposed with the representation of it in the supposed population.  

As we remember the variable is composed of the tags ‘TrackIR’ and ‘VR’, wherein for our sample ‘TrackIR’ is 

represented 4 times and ‘VR’ 17 times. It is however important to note that the occurrence of ‘TrackIR’ is not 

exclusive and is included within the ‘VR’ occurrences, and therefore the total is 17 and not 21. 

When comparing with the population it is therefore convenient to only consider ‘VR’ to not make mistakes 

as the tags are not exclusive. Using the online database www.steamdb.info which keeps track of the tags on 

Steam among other things, we can compare the representation of ‘VR’ in the sample to the representation 

of it in the population.      

At the time of writing, www.steamdb.info shows that there currently are 5382 occurrences with the ‘VR’ tag 

out of 174568. We can use this information to showcase that the representation is currently bigger in the 

sample rather than the population, with the following calculations: 

17

467
= 0.036 >  

5382

174568
= 0.031 

While this does not exclude the possibility of misrepresentation, it does at the very least show that within 

the sample there is a similar representation.   
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Testing against control variables  
To further test the robustness of the theoretical model we can test it against itself but with control variables 

to see if this causes changes to what is significant. Additionally, this is also a way of testing for alternative 

explanations, most obviously a skeptic might for example argue that it is simply particular types of products 

that are selling the fastest. 

To test this, 3 of the most prevalent tags were chosen and added as variables. These are `Open world`, 

`Action` and `Atmospheric`, respectively they have 196, 338, and 201 occurrences across the sample. As we 

know, Steam does not provide any explanation or definition of what these tags refer to so they should be 

perceived as being representative of the collective interpretation from both developers and end-users. The 

meaning attributed to them here is therefore somewhat a subjective interpretation but largely rooted in 

references. 

Open world games come in many forms, but all have the overarching commonality that they allow players to 

explore a particular world (Capel, 2020). Usually, as in most games, there is a particular objective or questline 

that the player is nudged towards completing, but for open-world games, there is a lot of room for the players 

to diverge from this and explore, or to a larger degree decide themselves how to progress in their journey 

(Ja, 2021). 

Action video games tend towards building their story narrative and gameplay around physical challenges 

wherein the player is challenged on their reaction time, hand-eye coordination, and decision making. Most 

notably these are often first-person shooters, but also include other types of games wherein there is a high 

focus on physical challenges (Codex Gamicus, 2019).  

Atmospheric is not exactly a game genre, but rather it is a feeling of authenticity the player feels towards the 

theme of the world that the game provides as the player immerse themselves in the experience of the game. 

Atmospheric games make us “buy” the in-game world, because of the congruent continuity between the 

different elements of the universe, making it easier for players to get bought in and feel as if they are there 

themselves (Iyer, 2018).  

As can be seen in table 6 these 3 new variables have been fitted unto the theoretical model, wherein we can 

call this new model “Added controls model”. If we compare the two models, we can see that adding the 3 

control variables did not change much for the original theoretical variables as they are largely the same as in 

the original model with the same degree of significance. Additionally, we can also see that the 3 control 

variables are all insignificant, as their p values are above 0.05.   
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  Theoretical model Added controls model 

Predictors Odds Ratios CI p Odds Ratios CI p 

(Intercept) 0.45 0.28 – 0.70 0.001 0.40 0.22 – 0.73 0.003 

Indie 1.30 0.85 – 2.00 0.227 1.37 0.88 – 2.14 0.166 

Early access 0.58 0.28 – 1.17 0.128 0.53 0.25 – 1.07 0.079 

Free 5.08 3.07 – 8.70 <0.001 4.82 2.88 – 8.33 <0.001 

Co-creation 0.74 0.38 – 1.43 0.369 0.69 0.35 – 1.33 0.268 

Network effect 2.18 1.26 – 3.81 0.006 1.99 1.14 – 3.50 0.016 

Social influence 0.86 0.51 – 1.45 0.574 0.77 0.44 – 1.32 0.343 

Hardware requirement 0.29 0.09 – 0.85 0.029 0.29 0.09 – 0.85 0.028 

Open world 
   

1.52 0.97 – 2.41 0.070 

Action 
   

1.30 0.79 – 2.12 0.299 

Atmospheric 
   

0.70 0.45 – 1.08 0.105 

Observations 467     467 

R2 Tjur 0.144     0.154 
Table 6- theoretical model and added controls comparatively 

However, arguing that particular elements of game design do not have an impact on the speed of diffusion 

for games is rather bold and not very thought-out. In Rogers’ conceptualization of the properties of 

innovations, a superior game design would properly be conceptualized as the innovation having a relative 

advantage over its competitors, making it diffuse faster if all other things were equal.  

More appropriately it can however be said that it appears to be the case that for our sample, games being 

developed in alignment with the 3 control variables does not appear to be predictive towards understanding 

if games diffuse fast or slow. Considering factors such as game design or game genres is also rather empirical, 

and as we can see from our model there are theoretical implications that can be drawn about diffusion on a 

more abstract theoretical level of thinking.   

Discussion  
With the results of the logistic regression, it was revealed that there were 3 significant variables, those being 

“Free”, “Network effect”,  and “Hardware requirement”. Wherein the two former had an accelerating effect 

meanwhile the latter had a delaying effect. 
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In terms of the accelerating effect of network effects, it makes sense theoretically, that when we are dealing 

with the top 5% of the products from the original sample that network effects are acting in an accelerating 

manner for the diffusion of the products. However, this might not be the case for the entirety of these 

products, which can naturally be said for all of the variables, but in terms of products utilizing network effects, 

the reasoning can be grounded theoretically. It is already established in the literature, that when products 

that are subject to network effects have their launch one of the major concerns is managing and governing 

advantageously for the network effects to take effect (Bhargava, 2014, p. 199). This has to do with customers 

perceiving these products differently than regular products. Usually, products would be perceived through 

their standalone benefit to the user, but due to these products encapsulating network effects, there is also 

a network benefit that the consumer is evaluating during potential adoption.   

Concerning this, Katz and Shapiro proposed the following model for network products: 

𝑥 ∙ 𝑞 + 𝑒√𝑁 

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛  

𝑥 = 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 

𝑞 = 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 

𝑁 = 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘  

(Bhargava, 2014, p. 201) 

Herein the x and q portion of the equation is what usually occurs for products that are not networked. Here 

x changes with each individual as products are not equally useful or appreciated by each individual, while q 

denotes the standalone benefit that an individual might attain from adopting it regardless of other people’s 

usage or connection to it. However, by adding network effects to the products, users will also have to 

consider the degree to which network externalities might provide value. Here N denotes the size of the 

network, and the exponential constant is meant to reflect the intensity of the network effect (Bhargava, 

2014, p. 201). The potential benefit from network effects is as such part of the consideration that consumers 

evaluate against when considering adopting a product, lacking those can therefore delay adoption. This is 

also known as the critical mass or the tipping point, wherein the network becomes sufficiently big for the 

network effects to gain traction (Banton, 2021; Tiwana, 2014, p. 25).   

When the critical mass has been reached the diffusion for new adopters starts to become self-sufficient until 

an equilibrium is reached. This is as the adopters perceive a higher value from the product due to the added 

benefit to them, as a consequence of the network effect (Banton, 2021; Tiwana, 2014, p. 25), this is also in 

line with the previously explained equation. It might even be the case that, in the context of adoption, it is 
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better to be a standalone product than a networked product without a network. This seems plausible as it is 

in part also a matter of product design, wherein networked products might be designed in such a way that 

they would improve in functionality with an increase in network size, or there might be functionalities that 

are only useable with networks. In our case, we can easily compare it to products such as video games. Here, 

some video games are very dependent upon the presence of other players if the gameplay is centered around 

competing or interacting with other players. Comparatively single-player games wherein the player only 

compete against the game do not run into this problem, as the product is built around not needing a network. 

However, for the products that are built around network effects and have the networks to support them, 

they have the potential to diffuse faster than the standalone products.  

Network effects are as such a strategy that can accelerate the diffusion of the product due to the increased 

perceived benefit derived from the network if properly executed, but it also risks delaying the diffusion if 

critical mass is not reached. Out of these considerations, the logistic regression’s notion of network effects 

accelerating diffusion is in line with the established literature, but it would also suggest that there properly 

is an opposite effect for products that are unable to reach the critical mass, which is not addressed within 

the part of the sample the logistic regression is addressing. 

Additionally, ties can also be drawn here to the free variable as the price is one of the parameters that can 

be adjusted lower to increase adoption and as such diffusion to reach the critical mass for the networked 

products. It is however at odds with the general business goal of generating a profit, but in terms of 

networked products, it can be a necessity to secure a network of users for the product. Ultimately it can even 

be a necessity to make the products free to gain a footing in the market competition. A particular business 

model called Freemium has been facilitated around free products wherein a free but limited version is 

offered to consumers, which brings with it the option to iteratively make monetary investments for upgrades 

or to simply upgrade to the full version, regardless both offer a better experience for the user. This offers 

consumers the ability to explore the product and the functionalities without having to make any monetary 

commitments. In Rogers typology, it could be said that this offers potential adopters an increased level of 

trialability compared to normal products, which would facilitate an accelerated diffusion for the product 

(Rogers, 2003, p. 53). The idea of the freemium model being able to accelerate diffusion is not novel, as 

(Bhargava & Choudhary, 2004, p. 32) notes that having the two different versions allows for targeting both 

the people willing to pay for a premium experience as well as those that are not initially willing but might be 

convinced further down the road. It is however important to not make the two versions too similar as the 

free version will then cannibalize on the sales of the premium version. The empirical setting here is however 

on a cross-sided network effect, but (Jing, 2007, p. 8) found similar findings for products with same-side 
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network effects although not strictly about freemium but more simply about price differentiation inside a 

product line. As such there appears to be a synergistic relationship between network effects and freemium 

models, however, exploration of this relationship is outside of the scope of this study. At the very least we 

can say from the logistic regression that both network effects and products being free accelerates the 

diffusion, although free does not exclusively mean freemium, as these products might simply be free without 

implementing the freemium model. However, in consideration of the fact that we are dealing with the top 

5% of the sample, it does not seem farfetched to assume that there are companies behind a good portion of 

these products and that they are not simply made from hobby developers, as such insinuating the assumption 

that the products need to somehow be bringing home revenue for their developers, and therefore are 

operating as freemium products.  

Regardless of the free variable applying freemium or simply being free, it was very influential, having an odds 

ratio of 5.08. While multiple explanatory theoretical reasons can be attributed towards it a layman might 

question the necessity to theorize about why free products diffuse faster than products with price tags. As it 

appears self-evident without any theoretical reasoning that for two products the cheaper one will sell faster 

all other things being equal, even more so if the cheaper one is free.  

However, the literature suggests that there is a tendency among consumers to over-appreciate free products 

compared to products that are discounted similar amounts but are not free. Due to the over-appreciation, 

these products experience very high demand from consumers. It has for example been shown that in the 

case of staying at hotels, consumers will choose the cheapest option if it includes a free breakfast, otherwise, 

they will choose the more expensive option (Nicolau & Sellers, 2012, p. 247). This effect is known as the zero-

price effect and is in contrast to the price-quality inference, wherein there is the assumption that the quality 

of the product increases with its price (Niemand et al., 2019, p. 774). It is not clear why exactly this 

phenomenon occurs wherein free products are over-appreciated but there are multiple suggestions from the 

literature. There are both literature that suggests it has to do with features and present options, while other 

papers suggest it has to do with psychological factors of the individual (Niemand et al., 2019, p. 774). The 

first article to coin the term suggests that it most likely has to do with the positive effect that consumers are 

feeling when purchasing a free product (Shampanier et al., 2007).  

However, for our purpose, we cannot validate or falsify any reasoning for why it occurs, as such empirical 

testing has not been made during this study. We can however say that it appears very likely that this effect 

is taking place within the sample given the results of the logistic regression for the free variable. As such it 

would appear that consumers are largely focused on the monetary transaction that occurs when purchasing 

these products. While they rightly identify that the monetary cost is zero, an argument could be made that 
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there are other resource costs they sustain to attain these free products. When dealing with free products, 

the scarcest resource reflexively appears to be time, otherwise, users would own every free product that 

Steam had available, but this is not the case. If the free product is of poor quality, then the user will have 

spent their time downloading, using, and familiarizing themselves with a product in which they might not 

enjoy. Such considerations have been suggested to be able to counteract the zero-price effect (Shampanier 

et al., 2007, p. 751), however seldom occur due to the effect generated from the products being free which 

appears to also be the case for our sample.  

Lastly, there is the negative effect that the hardware requirement variable brings. This variable delivers the 

question of how consumers having to either possess or acquire additional hardware to draw full utility from 

the product affects diffusion. If the effect had been positive, it could be speculated that consumers were 

perceiving the notion of additional hardware as novel and refreshing therefore perceiving these products as 

possessing relative advantage from Roger’s typology. However, as it happened to have a delaying effect the 

more likely explanation is that the products' comparatively lower demand stems from a scarcity perception 

among the consumers regarding paying for additional equipment. An alternative explanation could be that 

the equipment is not seen as bringing noteworthy value to the products, and therefore alternative products 

are chosen wherein this hardware is not a requirement. Both arguments are in line with the current 

literature, as the willingness to adopt innovations go up with socio-economic status (Rogers, 2003, p. 365) 

while it is also important that potential adopters perceive an increase in relative advantage for the adoption 

to occur (Rogers, 2003, p. 298). Explanations could also be derived from empirical particularities in terms of 

VR and TrackIR. Specifically for VR, consumers have reported a lack of standalone value, value derived from 

network externalities, and complaints about price and trialability (Laurell, Sandström, Berthold, & Larsson, 

2019, p. 5). This seemingly supports the relative advantage argument, however, that does not discredit the 

scarcity explanation as there were also complaints about the price. Naturally, these effects are not exclusive 

towards each other, as both can be in effect simultaneously. Additionally, even though this was not the intent 

of the variable, its components of VR and TrackIR can also be perceived as products that excel as computed 

human realities. In essence, differentiating themselves by bringing the user into the product instead of the 

user simply interacting with the product. This fits in well with the concept of Ontological reversal by 

(Baskerville et al., 2019, p. 2) wherein IS no longer reflects the physical world but increasingly is instead the 

creator of it. However, there is no research to speak of regarding whether products that facilitate this 

ontological reversal diffuse faster which is likely because the relative advantage argument from diffusion 

research is a simpler and more intuitive model. As such, it is an inquiry regarding consumers' perception of 

utility between products and not a general inquiry seeking to attribute explanatory power towards products 

facilitating computed human realities.  
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As such this brings about the factors affecting digital products on digital platforms, as well as plausible 

explanations for why this is the case grounded in already established literature. However, as the goal has 

been the highest level of theoretical inclusion and exploration for digital products on digital platforms, 

variables that did not manifest as significant for the logistic regression, should also be interpreted, even 

though the research question can be answered without them, if nothing else to prevent misunderstandings.   

The indie variable indicating a governance question towards if it would matter what kind of complementor 

was the developer of the product, herein either indie or AAA. Nested within this is also the difference in 

treatment for the two different kinds of complementors by Steam. While it is not a direct targeting of either 

group, Steam does output benefits for products that can reach a certain number of sales, which is having to 

pay less in commission. As AAA companies have more reach towards the consumers a logical inference would 

be that they have an easier time achieving it. Governance aspect aside the fact that it came out as 

insignificant likely also has to do with the definition of the dependent variable as being a function of how 

many observations were used to reach 80% of the total diffusion. So even though AAA games may sell more 

products in the same period, the timing of these sales does not occur earlier relative to the sales that Indie 

games make. Treating complementors with a differential commission relative to their performance as such 

does not impact this conceptualization of diffusion speed, even though it has an encouraging effect on AAA 

developers and a discouraging effect on Indie developers. Indie developers could decide to leave as a 

consequence, but with Steam holding 75% market share for video game distribution (Zuckerman, 2020), indie 

developers do not have many alternative places to go wherein they could experience the same level of 

potential exposure. In terms of the diffusion inquiry, customers could be assumed to mostly just consider the 

products and therefore not care about the difference in commission for different complementors. However, 

an argument for why it would matter for diffusion could be that the money that goes into the commission 

does not go into the product development. Upon the acceptance that the product quality has a huge impact 

upon the customers' adoption, it becomes apparent that for the complementors wherein the commission 

does not impact the product quality would have an advantage. While this has not had a noticeable effect, it 

properly is a matter of the difference being big enough, but it will properly not happen as it is also in Steam’s 

interest that the Indie developers do not leave the platform.    

Regarding the Early access variable, it is in line with the already established literature that the customers 

largely do not evaluate on products being in early access or not, but rather evaluates the qualities of the 

product (Arafat et al., 2019, p. 340). Therefore, the findings support the literature, showcasing that it is not 

a strategy for accelerated diffusion, but rather a strategy for feedback and potentially adding funding for the 

development of the product as a crowdfunding mechanism, even though this is risky if not executed properly 
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(Arafat et al., 2019, p. 338). So, while digital products are uniquely situated relative to physical products in 

terms of them being able to be published before they are finished, this does not appear to influence their 

relative diffusion speed. However, there is the possibility that these developers are multihoming their 

diffusion with other platforms such as Kickstarter and therefore the diffusion is split up and therefore 

deflating the diffusion numbers. As such, simultaneous measurement on both platforms would be 

appropriate for a full picture of the diffusion speed.  

Co-creation is another variable pertaining particularity to digital products that physical ones do not possess, 

which is that if the developers allow for it, consumers can help build upon the original product and even use 

the resources of the product to build something entirely different. As such, this concept allows for an 

enrichment of the products only limited by the imagination of the co-creators and the limitations of the tools 

that they are offered. However, this also did not turn out to have an impact on the speed of diffusion. 

However relative to the literature this is not surprising, if anything it should have delayed the diffusion, but 

the result came out as non-significant. The co-creation element of these products, continuously renewing 

them with new content to explore, should according to the literature elongate the lifecycle in such a manner 

that the declining stage of the lifecycle does not happen until the innovativeness of the co-creation starts to 

decline (Tekic et al., 2013). As such the added utility should be picked up by the regression as a delaying 

effect, as the continuous utility has the potential to attract a wider user base and also keep that user base 

for longer, as a consequence the number that the products would have to reach to be considered fast would 

as such be considered higher, relative to other products. The continuous development would speculatively 

also incur the adoption to be more spread out into the end of the diffusion curve instead of the regular 

development of the S-curve. The most logical explanation towards why this was insignificant is as such that 

the given products did not experience the necessary innovation from their user bases, for the effect to be 

noticeable.   

Lastly, there is the social influence variable, which admittedly somewhat diverges from the general 

interpretation of the concept's meaning. Generally, social influence is interpreted as an encouraging effect, 

wherein the surroundings of an individual, either through their social circles or even institutions are 

encouraging the individual towards adoption. While the effect is similar in this study, the reason that it is 

different is that the utility of the product diffusing is bounded in the sense that the utility of the product can 

only be maximally experienced if individuals can utilize the products together with someone else. As such 

these products have an encouraging effect on adopters and potential adopters to also get their peers or 

social network to adopt the product, however, their adoption might also depend on their success in recruiting 

others. This is a function of these products being developed with the idea in mind, that more than one person 
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should use it at the same time. As such there are added utility of the products if users can convince others to 

use the products together with them. This supposedly sets in play two opposing effects simultaneously. On 

one hand, if people are successful in converting people into using the products together with them, then that 

would supposedly be an accelerating effect for the diffusion. However, on the contrary, if users 

predominantly are not able to convince people, then it would act as a barrier for their adoption, as they 

would perceive less utility from the product and therefore delay their adoption, and as such the diffusion 

would be delayed overall. That the logistic regression points towards the variable being insignificant suggests 

that this variable does encapsulate these two opposing effects and that they cancel each other out. If it was 

not the case that they were canceling each other out, and that one of them was predominantly stronger than 

the other, the outcome would be that the variable would show to be either accelerating or delaying the 

diffusion, depending on which effect were stronger.    

Implications  
Outside of the variables which are already elaborated upon, this paper also brings more general implications 

for researchers. In terms of implications, this paper has primarily focused on research pertaining to diffusion 

and digital products. While digital platforms have also been an area of interest, it has mostly acted as the 

empirical setting for the exploration of the beforementioned, and therefore no major implications have been 

derived in terms of the role digital platforms play.  

Regardless, for research about the diffusion of innovation, a new way of conceptualizing speed has been 

developed. Before this, the time dimension for diffusion research was largely conceptualized as the rate of 

adoption, which is typically understood in two different ways. As the percentage or number of units in a given 

system that adopts the innovation inside a particular time frame, or how long it takes to reach a certain 

number or percentage of adoption in a given system (Rogers, 2003, pp. 20–23). In the context of comparative 

analysis between products, this would as such translate to whichever product that sold the most within a 

given timeframe would be perceived as being faster. This study instead developed a way for products to be 

divorced from their number of sales in the comparative analysis, instead speed is perceived here as how fast 

a product reaches a certain percentage of their total sales. This manifests as what I have named the 

Speedratio and is the number of observations used to reach a certain percentage of the total adoption 

divided by the total amount of observations available for the product. The median of this can then be used 

to separate a dataset of products between fast and slow as done in this study or the number could be used 

as they are to simply compare two products or more. This separates from the paradigm of comparing sales, 

to instead allow for the possibility of comparing products in terms of their speed in reaching a predetermined 

percentage of those sales. The Speedratio can also be used to ascertain if the majority of the diffusion 
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happened in the front of the diffusion curve or in the later parts, this is especially prominent due to the 

predominant assumption in diffusion research, that diffusion happens as a normally distributed bell curve, 

and therefore subsequently an s-curve. This can be tested by manipulating the variables in the formula for 

the Speedratio.   

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑉

𝑛
 

For example, if a product had 10 observations and V were set to the number of observations for reaching 

50% then the following calculations and interpretations could be made depending on the value of V: 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
≥ 4

10
≥ 0.4 → Majority of the diffusion happened in the early part of the diffusion curve 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
5

10
= 0.5 → Equal distribution between the early and the later part of the diffusion curve 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
≤ 6

10
≤ 0.6 → Majority of the diffusion happened in the later part of the diffusion curve 

However, as a natural consequence of the composition of the equation comparisons are best made between 

products with the same number of observations, even though the formula can still be used to ascertain if the 

diffusion happened early or late relative to the total amount of observations, as per the example above. 

Although a different solution could also be to simply limit the observations to the same amount.  

In terms of research on digital products, it is not exactly their nature that has been the center of the inquiry, 

even though a large body of literature is dedicated towards that, which is covered in the literature review, 

but rather it is the influence that these aspects might have on their diffusion.   

While these digital products were affected by effects that physical products also share such as same-side 

network effects and hardware requirements, some effects are exclusive to them.  

Out of the independent variables created, those are Free, Co-creation, and Early access. 

The three phenomena that these variables are describing all benefit from fundamental digital aspects. Which 

first and foremost is that these products differ from physical ones in that when you buy them, the actual 

product is not handed over per se, rather there is simply granted access to them. Because of this, these 

products have massive changeability, described as editability and re-programability (Kallinikos et al., 2013). 

Post-purchase, developers can continuously change the products to add improvements upon them and if co-

creation is allowed so can the consumers. The notion of Early access is also entirely dependent upon this, as 

there is an implicit understanding from both ends that the product is going to change for the better over 

time. However, with our inquiry, Free was the only variable out of these three to be significant and as such 

the only one to be able to use this to accelerate the diffusion.  
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While freemium business models do have variance in how they operate, some of them operate with simply 

having a free version and a paid version, while others operate in such a manner that the free product itself 

can be seen as a store or interface wherein various improvements upon the original product can be 

purchased. As a consequence of the changeable nature, there can naturally be created additional 

purchasable upgrades, features, or cosmetics as is deemed fit or needed for the product. While these digital 

aspects are not what creates the accelerated diffusion, as discussed that would be the zero-price effect, it is 

however what allows for a business model to be built around the concept of offering free products. As such 

accelerated diffusion can be tied indirectly to digital attributes through the use of the freemium model.  

Further research  
As the three variables that turned out as significant have been uncovered, one way to go progress may be to 

investigate their effects further. One way to do this might be to explore combinational effects, such as 

freemium being a strategy for gaining an adequate size to help facilitate network effects. Similarly, to 

networked products, the products encouraging social influence come to mind as another product group that 

could also solve their problem with freemium. This is as these products are only optimally enjoyed if 

individuals can enjoy them together with their peers. As price is often an evaluative criterion for consumers, 

and even more so because of the zero-price effect, utilizing a freemium model could therefore be beneficial, 

however, this appears largely unexplored.  

Furthermore, it could be interesting to try and reproduce the results with other types of digital products from 

other digital platforms. Besides video games, other digital products that flourish on digital platforms are 

music and other types of digital art. Fiverr is a good example of this, wherein lots of digital products and 

services are offered. My suspicion for attempts at reproducing this with other product types would be that 

especially for the results pertaining to the Free variable, it would be difficult to reproduce. Firstly, because 

for Fiverr there are no free products to begin with, but in a more general sense product types that are not 

video games would not be able to utilize freemium as efficiently. This is as a big part of the freemium strategy 

for videogames lies in operating with an in-game store continuously offering new purchasable in-game 

upgrades and cosmetics. This is naturally very hard to reproduce for other types of products. However, most 

other types of digital products and services simply apply freemium as a two-version strategy. Admittedly, 

very big players have been successful in doing this, such as YouTube for example, however that is more at a 

platform level rather than at product level and as such is at a higher level of complexity requiring more 

moving parts.    

The impact of empirical setting could also be challenged further in various ways, besides different types of 

products, the particularities of the platform that they diffuse on could also be explored. With the case for 
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this study, Steam is largely a transactional platform that is using commissions as its revenue model. However, 

inquiries could be made to test if the same findings would occur under different circumstances. For example, 

if it were to be a subscription-based platform for videogames, how might that affect their choices in terms 

of which products they would adopt. This is an increasingly relevant inquiry, as it is a very contemporary 

phenomenon that various big platform players are offering subscription plans on videogames, such as Xbox, 

PlayStation, Apple, and Amazon among others (Donnellan, 2021; Fernandez, 2021). Even Steam has rather 

recently also gotten such an option, although it comes from an external source, as Electronic Arts has a 

subscription service called EA Play, which now besides being available on their site, is also available for 

purchase on Steam, however, it only grants access to the products from EA and not all of Steam (Fernandez, 

2021; Robinson, 2020).  

Lastly, it could also be interesting to do some more testing of the Speedratio, as this study innovated it, but 

as a consequence of the scope of the study, simply applied it. While this study used it with differing 

frequencies in observations, it could be interesting to see if the results would change if products had the 

same number of observations. Furthermore, comparative testing could also be carried out against the rate 

of adoption to see the differences in significance for the independent variables against the two 

conceptualizations of speed.  

Conclusion  
As a means of answering the following research question:  

“What are the factors determining the speed of diffusion for digital products on digital platforms?” 

Data from the digital platform “Steam” regarding their digital products were used as a proxy to identify 

significant effects to address the diffusion of digital products at digital platforms at a general level.  

Various theoretical variables were therefore created from the theoretical redescription of the dataset, as a 

means of performing a logistic regression revealing which variables would be useful in predicting the speed 

of diffusion. Here it is worth remembering that the dependent variable subsists as a form of relativistic speed 

and not absolute speed. This is as the measurement here revolves around how many observations products 

use to reach 80% of their total product uptake, relative to their total amount of observations, as the total 

amount of observations available for each product varies across the sample. As a consequence of this, 

“speed” does not refer to its classical meaning of how many end-users were reached granted a given 

timeframe. Instead, it refers to how many of its observations were used to reach 80% of its latest total 

product uptake. This means that for two products with an equal number of observations the one selling less 

might be considered faster, depending on the timing of these sales. This was done to maintain the inquiry 

being aimed at addressing speed and not simply sales. If sales were instead the objective, a multiple 
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regression could instead be made with a continuous dependent variable such as the final product uptake, 

this would however still not get around the problem with differing numbers of observations for the products.  

The following independent variables were identified for the logistic regression: “Indie”, “Early access”, 

“Free”, “Co-creation”, “Network effect”, “Social influence”, and “Hardware requirement”. These were tested 

against the dependent variable wherein the regression revealed 3 independent variables that had a 

significant relationship with the dependent variable. Those being “Free”, “Network effect”, and “Hardware 

requirement”, where free and network effect had an accelerating effect, while the hardware requirement 

was delaying the diffusion of the products. Furthermore, the odds ratio was used to measure the strength of 

these effects. Wherein it was shown that products with “Free” were 5.08 times more likely to be fast, 

“Network effect” were 2.08 times more likely to be fast, and “Hardware requirement” was 0,28 times more 

likely to be fast. However, for “Hardware requirement” an easier interpretation might be the inverse 

statement, which is that it is 3.44 times more likely to be slow.  

Additionally, the regression also showed us that the other variables we tested for being “Indie”, “Early 

access”, “Co-creation”, and “Social influence” were not influential enough and as such played no significant 

role for products having an accelerated or delayed diffusion speed. As such the factors that can affect the 

digital products' speed of diffusion on digital platforms are if the products are free, benefit from positive 

same-side network effects, and if they require additional hardware.  

As elaborated upon in the discussion, these can be tied to effects that are largely already described in the 

literature. Wherein the acceleration from the Free and Network effect variables can be explained by the zero-

price effect and same-side network effects. Meanwhile, the Hardware requirements delaying effect can 

either be explained by a monetary scarcity perspective among customers or low utility perception of the 

product, or both simultaneously.  
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